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In this presentation we will describe how a set of basic programme; for information retrieval
can be used to generate lists of key words and short reference abstracts from amheruic
documents in machine readable form. The programmes used are basically along the line of
Salion and McGill's book Introduction to Modern Information Retrieval from :984.
The theoretical background which lead us to problems connected with information retrieval
was a .est of van Dijks semantic reduction rules, the so-called "macro-rules" as described in
his book Macrostructures from 1930.
From a linguistic point of view van Dijk's theory can be seen as a theory of 2 pan of human
language competence in Dell Hymes extended sense. Important aspects of iftis competence is
mar's abilitj to delete, to generalize over and to construct compressed information on the
basis of a series of connected facts. A basic question is: How can this ability be explicated?
According to van Dijk this can be achieved by a set of semantic reduction rules. These rules
do not operate on the surface structure cf a given text, but on a deeper, prepositional structure,
which var, Dijk refers to as a micro text base.
The problems involved in convening a text from its authentic form to a prepositional form
are numerous, and have been extensively discussed in philosophy and modem semantics over
the years. We will not discuss ihem here, although they are far frorr being solved yet.
h modern textlinguis:ic analysis it is common to view ihe underlying meaning structure of
a icxi as a hierarchy of content units. Van Dijk's micro text bas: is seen as a hierarchy of
propositions where the communicatively more "essential" propositions occupy a higher
position in the hierarchy, dom.na.ing the less essential propositions
This base is the data on which van Dijk's macrorules operate. The task of me macrorules is
to define the global theme of the text by [he operations DELETION, GENERALIZATION and
CONSTRUCTION. DELETION deletes the propositions which are not raid-am 10 the
interpretation of other propositions in the micro text base. GENERALIZATION abstracts from
the semantic details by constructing more general propositions, using a hierarchically
structured lexicon. By CONSTRUCTION the more condensed proposition is established by
using what van Dijk somewhat vaguely refers to £s a cognitive sei, which is the summary
writers' world knowledge making up ihe interpretative background of the text. A scries of
propositions are substituted by a more general one, based on prototypicallity and stereotypes.
The details of these rules with examples can be studied in van Dijk's book,
All these njles are operations which *it reductive in the sense that the denotative content of
a text is reduced to a condensed form. Moreover, the operations are cyclic, which means that
a given text will have several variants with different degrees of reduction.
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Van Dijk-s theory of macrostructures was tested by us and evaluated both in z linguistic and
an information retrieval context.
h (he context of information and documentation there are M b * c ^XP» of information
reduction applied on LSP texts: Firstly, short summaries used for quick reference of the basic,
global look of m a t (K calkd "abNnctisg";, and xwndly. ' * k « k d » " " contm,nu,g the
mast essential key words (so called "automatic indexing").
From a linguistic poim of v t w the qoeuion i, whcAer van Dijk", theory i, " , « M ^ ™dc|
of mm,': abiitty to m&kc m k ( « « from cohemi w o . T k Enyilmcmll) Wed theory dxrjld
conmir a method for yncndng iLmmahe, which m mcceptabk m . compe=n, abstract
wncr Bn i k nnguinic wpcci of thi: a domly connected c the infomaum remcYml wpea
of the question. As Richmond points out it is reasonable to expect that, ..stead of quantitative
dm? on how many people found what they wanted ard by what means, u would be more tc
the point to consider how well models of information retrieval systems have matched the way
m which humans pmcea inFomimnon (Richmond 1982:153). b ,h« k W wrW both d * *
,tpec% should coincide. In Other words, efficiency in information retrieval should give W a
due K, Ihc umfuliem of , «Uinguiak (he«y = , model of mm.': infonrmuon mncv,.
faculty Ike the efficiency of a machine translation system should give us a hn, as to W
utefulKS mi: linguilW t k o ? ="ing « * model of m*,':.blUty of timn:tm,mg In ,hm cm«
our theory should contain a method which enables us 10 mirror various user groups level o,
knowledge about the ,opk of the given , « , , ,nd their mow,™, f<r « k m , wfomatton i.

Our tat of v,n Kik': theory mveded thmi the lack of mk «dmn* w : proWmuuc «nee
manipulate, with onkhng would give j , n«-cohe«nt d » » c u . Bu the mo,t .mporfm,
weakness of the theory was thai the conditions Tor the applications of the rules were not
,ivsn Especially the concept cognitive set had to be given an empirical content. It turned out
Sin the m o t i o n n,k, were p«tly t»ed on intuition which weded « p l e x o r » d c s u *
Moreover, tne •translation" from authentic text to algorithmic form is problematic, specially
,hc emvemon of u* «ndhion: of doenbed ntuauow &om implK" to explK.i fomL LC. the
3d Of implicit semantic relations and tacit background knowledge of the world as fundamental
aspects of the construction of a micro text base of a given text.
Ncvenhelea, the* pmblem: do not exclude the po«lb,lit, of con.trucdn, pmyimme, th.,
„ „ , % our demmnd, ,o key word, ^ d . b « n c a in . leWvely :impk w y The notonou;
pmbkm of repmentu* tKit twekpound kiowledp h » « «me exun, been taken cmre o*
in AUTJNDEX by the construc;.on of fragments of a thesaurus which combines prototypes
and stereotypes with indexed words from texts
In the following « will deehbe the AUTINDEX prnp^nme. The progmnme dea*n w ^
developed by us, and Widell has implemented it in VED IT PLUS-

con,nK,km " « « « w » . and AUHNDEX am cowtructed Wong 6e «me bmitc idea». I k
m:,n purpox Of indexing i, *, give npid and n l i ^ k ,cce» to mkvani text, .n . text «xpia.
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The performance o:~ automatic indexing systems is usually measured in terms of recall and
precision. To pui it simply, "recall" is the amount of retrieved relevant material, and
"precision" is the luck of noise in the retrieved relevant material.
One important type of automatic indexing is called free text searching. Various efficiency tests
have been carried out on these systems. They revealed that low precision and recall is often
the result of an insufficient mumber of search words. Moreover, these systems are unable to
express important semantic relations between central key words in a text.
Problems concerning polysemy and synonymy cannot be handled in a simple manner, and
topically important information wiich is implicit in texts cannot be retrieved.
Finally, there is a problem related to LSP texts. A salient property of LSP texts is the high
degree of specificity. Finding adequate search words for such texts is a very difficult task for
the user. As BI time (1987:32) points out texts must be combined with a structured thesaurus,
since the jser cannot be expected to be familiar with n e terminology of the subject area
represented by tie texts.
A solution lo nese problems is the use of an interactive thesaurus which indicates ihe
semantic relations between search words, using scope notes to disambiguate the words Among
other things it can perform document weighting to increase precision.
Two basic procedures are always present in automatic indexing systems:
Firstly, an initial filtration where the text runs through a series of reduction filters (stop lists)
where higi frequency words, also called function words, are deleted
Secondly, a structuring of the text material by using a battery of statistic computations giving
a word stem lisi with indicated frequencies.
A basic condition for manipulating texts in this manner is the availability of an electronic
dici;onary. AUTINDEX is based on such a dictionary: Nudansk Ordbok. a contemporary
dict.ontiry of Danish from 1990.
An important aspect of AUTINDEX is its use of a thesaurus, which :o a considerable degree
increases the quality of the selected index words of the investigated M l In AUTINDEX il
is possible to supplement an index list which is generated by statistic computation with new
relevant index words taken from the thesaurus.
But AUTINDEX not only uses a thesaurus. It also allow; updating in the applied thesaurus
Index words from the investigated text may be suggested as new entries ir the thesaurus
Consequently, AUTINDEX can be said to contain a documentary based, interactive
thesaurus Since this facility in AUTINDEX is a general facility, not dependent on any
specific thesaurus, we can say that AUTINDEX to a considerable degree facilitates the
construction and updating of thesauruses in general.
~exts .-an be measured as ,0 their ability to discriminate text type or genre. If an indexing
tern for instance kis i high score in documents relating O a particular topic, bul a low overall
the total collection, the term is said to have a high discriminating value.
score in

